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Abstract: Although semi-probabilistic design approaches (e.g., Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD)) are prevailing 

methods recommended in most of the current geotechnical reliability-based design (RBD) codes, implementation of them for 

soil retaining structures remains a controversial problem in geotechnical engineering, particularly in spatially variable soils. 

Spatial variability of soil parameters has significant effects on the design of geotechnical structures, but it is a challenging 

task to explicitly incorporate the spatial variability into RBD of soil retaining structures using existing semi-probabilistic 

design approaches. In contrast, explicit modeling of soil spatial variability under full probabilistic design framework (e.g., 

Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)-based RBD) is relatively straightforward for RBD of soil retaining structures. Geotechnical 

practitioners are, however, reluctant to use full probabilistic design approaches (particularly MCS-based RBD approaches) in 

design practice because of a lack of knowledge on probability theory and statistics. This paper presents an efficient full 

probabilistic RBD approach, which applies an advanced MCS approach, called Generalized Subset Simulation, to RBD of 

soil retaining structures and is implemented in EXCEL spreadsheet to improve its practicability. With the aid of improved 

efficiency and practicability, the proposed approach is applied to exploring effects of spatial variability on the RBD of a mass 

gravity retaining wall. Results show that the spatial variability affects feasible designs significantly and ignoring spatial 

variability leads to conservative designs at target reliability levels. More insights are also gained on effects of spatial 

variability on the load action and resistance of the mass gravity wall originating from the backfill soil mass. 

 

Keywords: Reliability-based design; retaining structure; spatial variability; generalized subset simulation; Excel spreadsheet. 

 

1 Introduction 

 

Geotechnical design codes are turning gradually but perceptibly toward reliability-based design (RBD) around 

the world in the past two decades (Phoon and Retief 2016). In general, RBD methods can be divided into two 

categories: semi-probabilistic and full probabilistic design approaches. The semi-probabilistic design approaches 

are preferred methods recommended in most of current geotechnical RBD codes, such as Eurocode 7, Geocode 

21, AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, and Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code. Although 

several applications of the semi-probabilistic design approaches in foundation engineering are successful, 

development and implementation of these approaches for retaining structures remain a challenging task in 

engineering practice (Christian and Baecher 2011; Wang 2013). One significant challenge in developing semi-

probabilistic design approaches of soil retaining structures is how to incorporate spatial variability of soil 

parameters in a coherent manner since the load action and resistance of soil retaining structures are interacted 

with each other and there might be several correlated failure modes, such as sliding, toppling and bearing 

capacity failure.  

In contrast, full probabilistic design approaches, such as Expanded reliability-based design (RBD) using 

direct Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) (Wang et al. 2011a; Wang 2011, 2013) and Subset Simulation (SS) (Wang 

et al. 2011b; Wang and Cao 2013; Au and Wang 2014; Li et al. 2016) allow explicit modeling of soil spatial 

variability in geotechnical design. The full probabilistic design approach is, however, often criticized because of 

the hurdle of reliability algorithms involved in uncertainty modeling and propagation for engineers and 

potentially significant computational costs.  

This paper develops a MCS-based full probabilistic design approach, in which an efficient MCS named 

generalized SS (GSS) algorithm is applied to perform the design of soil retaining structure and the spatial 

variability of soil parameters is explicitly modelled through random fields. To improve the practicability, the 

proposed approach is implemented in Excel spreadsheet to remove the hurdle of reliability algorithms involved 

in full probabilistic design. For illustration, the proposed approach is applied to design a mass gravity retaining 

wall. A sensitivity study is carried out to explore the effects of spatial variability of soil on design results and the 

effects of spatial variability of load action and resistance of the mass gravity wall originating from the backfill 

soil mass.  
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2 Random Field Modeling of Soil Spatial Variability 

 

Random field theory (Vanmarcke 1983) is applied in this study to explicitly model the inherent spatial variability 

of soil parameters in RBD of soil retaining structures. Consider, for example, a statistically homogenous backfill 

soil layer behind the soil retaining structure. The inherent spatial variability of a soil parameter X with depth can 

be characterized by a one-dimensional homogenous lognormal random field X(z), in which z is the depth and X 

is a lognormal random variable with a mean mX and standard deviation sX (or coefficient of variation COVX = 

sX/mX). X(z) consists of a set of random variables representing X at different depths. In the context of random 

fields, the spatial correlation between variations of X at different locations is characterized by the scale of 

fluctuation l and correlation function r (e.g., a single exponential correlation function) (Vanmarcke 1983). For a 

given correlation function, the random field X(z) can be discretized and simulated using the Cholesky 

decomposition. Details of discretization and simulation of random fields using Cholesky decomposition are 

referred to Fenton and Griffiths (2008), Wang and Cao (2013), and Xiao et al (2018).  

 

3 Full Probabilistic Design Using Generalized Subset Simulation 

 

RBD is an inverse process of reliability analysis (Wang and Cao 2013), and it aims to determine possible designs 

with failure probabilities less than the target failure probability PT (ISO 2394, 2015). Under a full probabilistic 

design framework, this can be achieved by three steps: 1. determine a calculation model for deterministic 

analysis, random variables or systems parameters, and possible designs based on the engineering experience and 

judgments; 2. calculate the failure probability of each possible design using a reliability analysis method; and 3. 

determine the optimal design based on the target failure probability PT and economically-optimized limit state 

(Wang et al. 2011a). Major challenges of full probabilistic design lie in the second step, which can be 

implemented through Monte Caro simulation based approach (e.g., direct MCS, SS, or GSS) for explicit 

modeling of inherent spatial variability using random fields presented in the previous section. In this study, the 

second step, i.e., reliability evaluations of possible designs, is performed using GSS, which is briefly introduced 

as below.  

Generalized Subset Simulation that was developed from the Subset Simulation (Au and Wang 2014; Li et al. 

2015) allows, efficiently and simultaneously, estimating failure probabilities of multiple failure events in a single 

simulation run. Using GSS, each possible design in design space can be viewed as an equivalent failure event. 

Consider, for example, there are ND possible designs, D(j), j = 1, 2, �, ND, of interest in the design space, and 

their respective failure events are denoted as F(j), j = 1, 2, �, ND, where the �failure� of a design indicates that 

the design is unsatisfactory according to prescribed performance criterions, e.g., the safety factor (FS) is less 

than unity. The occurrence probabilities P(F(j)), j = 1, 2, �, ND, are needed for identifying feasible designs with 

P(F(j)) less than PT. GSS is able to drive the sampling domain, simultaneously, to approach the failure domain of 

all the ND designs by a single simulation so as to generate failure samples corresponding to these designs to 

calculate P(F(j)). The GSS run consists of a number of simulation levels, for each of which (e.g., m-th level) a 

unified intermediate failure event FU,m is defined to generate conditional samples for all the possible designs and 

it is written as:  
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where M(j) = the number of simulation levels needed to reach the failure domain of the j-th design D(j); N = the 

number of samples simulated in each level; Nm = the number of �seed� samples selected for the m-th simulation 

level among conditional samples generated in , 1-U mF ; N(j)  the number of failure samples belonging to ( )jF

Generating conditional samples is pivotal to the success of GSS. This is achieved through Markov Chain Monte 

Carlo simulation, detailed of which are referred to Au and Wang (2014), Li et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2017). 

With GSS, the P(F(j)) values of different designs are obtained by a single simulation run. The failure domains of 

possible designs with relatively large failure probabilities are reached first, and those of designs with relatively 

small failure probabilities are explored in the following simulation levels. The simulation can be terminated at 

the target failure probability level prescribed by PT to avoid exploring the failure domains of feasible designs 

with P(F(j)) values less than PT and to save computational costs. 
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For the practicability, GSS-based RBD has been implemented in a spreadsheet environment by a package of 

worksheets and add-ins (Au et al. 2010; Wang and Cao 2013; 2015; Gao et al. 2018). The implementation is 

divided into three parts: deterministic model worksheet, uncertainty model worksheet, and GSS add-in, which 

are deliberately decoupled from one to another to remove the hurdle of reliability algorithms involved in full 

probabilistic geotechnical designs. The deterministic model worksheet includes the process of calculating system 

responses (e.g., FS) for a given set of system parameters. The calculation process of the deterministic model is 

implemented by a series of worksheets assisted by some VBA functions. The uncertainty model worksheet is 

developed to define the uncertain system parameters that are treated as random variables in the GSS-based RBD. 

When the deterministic model worksheet and the uncertainty model worksheet are developed, they are linked 

together through their input-output cells to perform the probability analysis and design. Then, GSS procedure is 

invoked for uncertainty propagation after the deterministic model worksheet and uncertainty model worksheet 

are linked together. By this means, the full probabilistic design can proceed as an extension of the deterministic 

design.  

 

4 Illustration Example 

 

In this section, the proposed approach is applied to design a mass gravity retaining wall, which was used to 

illustrate design methods of Eurocode 7 (Bond and Harris 2008). As shown in Figure 1, the mass gravity 

retaining wall has a symmetrical cross section with the top width b and a heal width of bh, which are considered 

as design parameters is this example. The height of the wall H is 4 m for retaining the dry sandy soil backfill and 

is fixed. Consider, for example, the possible value of b varies from 1.0 to 2.0 m at an interval of 0.1 m, and there 

are five possible values (i.e., 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 m) of bh. Then, there are 55 possible designs in this 

example. The backfill soil has an effective cohesion c, effective friction angle j, and dry weight density g. The 

ground surface of the backfill is inclined upwards at an angle, a = 14º from the horizontal and carries a variable 

surcharge loading, q. The wall is made of unreinforced concrete with a density of 24 kN/m3, which sits on a 

strong rock foundation, so that the bearing capacity is not needed to be considered in this example. The effective 

friction angle of shear resistance of the rock beneath the wall is jfdn. In this example, q, j, g, and jfdn are 

considered as uncertain parameters. Their respective mean values are 5.2 kPa, 38º, 20.1 kN/m3, and 42.3º, and 

their respective coefficients of variation (COVs) are taken as 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1. The effective cohesion c is 

ignored since the backfill is dry sandy soil. For exploring the effect of vertical spatial variability of soil 

parameters, the spatial variability of j and g  is considered herein and the backfill below the top of the wall is 

divided into 40 sublayers with an equal thickness of 0.1 m, as shown in Figure 1. The j and g  in the 40 

sublayers are represented by two statistically independent lognormal random fields j  = [j1,j2 ..., j40] and g  = 

[g1, g2..., g40], where ji and gi, i = 1, 2, �, 40 are the effective friction angle and dry weight density in the i-th 

sublayer and are represented by lognormal random variables with statistics above. For consideration of spatial 

correlation of soil parameters in different sublayers, the correlation structure of j  and g  is taken as a single 

exponential correlation function (e.g., Fenton and Griffiths 2008; Wang and Cao 2013). In this example, 13 

possible values of l are considered, which vary from 0.1 to 1000 m. For each l value, the j  and g  are 

simulated using Cholesky decomposition in uncertainty model worksheet and are subsequently used as input of 

GSS-based full probabilistic design. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Random field modeling of soil parameters in the mass gravity retaining wall. 
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For a given set of random samples, the sliding failure mode and toppling failure mode are considered in this 

example, and their FS can be calculated in the deterministic model worksheet using following equations adopted 

by Bond and Harris (2008): 
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where FSS and FST are the respective safety factors of sliding and toppling failure modes; HE and HR are 

horizontal action effect and resistance along the base of the wall, respectively; HR,W and HR,Soil are the horizontal 

resistance along the base originating from the weight W of the wall and active earth pressure, respectively; ME,dst 

and ME,stb are the destabilizing and stabilizing moment acting about the toe of the wall, respectively; ! is the 

coefficient of friction on wall base; θ is the angle of the back face of the wall; δ is the interface friction angle 

between backfill soil and wall; B is the bottom width of wall; Kaγ and Kaq are the active earth pressure coefficient 

for soil weight and surcharge loading, respectively; q represents the surcharge load. For the sake of conciseness, 

details of the deterministic model are not pursued herein and are referred to Bond and Harris (2008). Using the 

uncertainty model and deterministic model described above, the GSS is performed to obtain the feasible designs 

for each l value considered in this study, based on which the minimum feasible design value (i.e., bmin) of b 

given a bh value is determined.  

Figure 2 shows the variation of bmin for bh = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 m as a function of l/H by solid lines 

with squares, circles, triangles, diamonds, and crosses, respectively. In general, the bmin increases as the l 

increases. The vertical spatial variability has considerable effects on the feasible designs of the design example 

except for bh = 1.0 m, with which the bmin remains at b = 1.0 m for different l values. For bh = 1.0 m that is the 

largest possible value of bh in this example, the possible designs with any values of b varying from 1.0 to 2.0 m 

satisfy the target reliability requirement in this example, leading to the identical bmin value (i.e., 1.0 m) for 

different l values. If the possible value of b is allowed to be less than 1.0 m in the design space, the bmin value 

for designs with bh = 1.0 m might decrease with the decrease of l. In general, ignoring spatial variability (i.e., 

considering perfect spatial correlation) leads to conservative designs. 
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Figure 2.  Effects of vertical scale of fluctuation on 

feasible designs. 
 

Figure 3.  Probability density function of HE and HR of 

design with b = 1.7 m and bh = 1.0 m for different l values. 
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It was found that the sliding failure mode is more critical than the toppling failure mode in this example by 

Bond and Harries (2008). Figure 3 shows the probability density function (PDF) of HE and HR for the sliding 

failure mode of the design with b = 1.7 m and bh = 1.0 m for l = 2, 4, and 1000 m by lines with squares, circles, 

and triangles, respectively, which are estimated from 10000 direct MCS samples for each l value. As shown in 

Figure 3, the PDF of HE becomes narrower and narrower as l decreases from 1000 to 2 m, but the PDF of HR is 

almost unchanged in this example. This indicates that the effects of spatial variability on the design results 

shown in Figure 2 might be attributed to those effects of spatial variability on the HE in this example, rather than 

HR. To further gain insights from the effects of spatial variability, the HR is intentionally divided into two parts 

HR,W and HR,Soil, which orginate from the weight of the wall and active earth pressure on the wall, as indicated by 

Eq. (6). Figure 4 shows the HR and HR,soil values of the design with b = 1.7 m and bh = 1.0 m calculated from the 

10000 dircect MCS samples generated for l = 4 m, and the ratio of HR,soil over HR. It is found that the sliding 

resistance orginating from active earth pressure on the wall is around 12.5-25% of the the total sliding resistance 

in this design exmaple. It is hence not surprising to see that the spatial variaiblity of soils has much less 

significnat effects on HR than HE. Such an observation is further confirmed by the correlation between HE  and 

HR shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, although the correlation between HE and HR,soil is obvious, the 

correlation between HE  and HR is relatively weak because HE originates from active earth pressure behind the 

wall but HR is dominated by the weight of the gravity wall in this example, as indicated by Eqs. (5) and (6).  
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Figure 4.  HR and HR,soil of the design with b = 1.7 m, bh = 1.0 m at l = 4 m. 
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Figure 5.  Correlation among HE, HR, and HR, soil of the design with b = 1.7 m, bh = 1.0 m at l = 4 m. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

 

This paper presented a GSS-based full probabilistic design approach, which is implemented in a commonly-

available EXCEL spreadsheet environment by a package of worksheets and VBA functions/add-In. The 

proposed approach allows explicit modeling of spatial variability through random fields in reliability-based 

design of soil retaining structures. It was illustrated using a mass gravity retaining wall design example. Results 

showed that the spatial variability of soil parameters significantly affects feasible designs of the design example, 

and ignoring spatial variability leads to conservative designs. More insights were also gained on effects of spatial 

variability of the sliding action effect and resistance along the base of the mass gravity wall design example, 

where the sliding failure mode is more critical than the toppling failure mode. It was found that the soil spatial 

variability has more significant effects on the sliding action effect than the sliding resistance because the sliding 

action effect originates from active earth pressure acting on the back face of the gravity retaining wall but the 

sliding resistance of the gravity retaining wall design example is mainly attributed to the weight of the wall 

which is not affected by the soil spatial variability. Such insights are useful in calibrating load and resistance 

factors (or partial factors) of sliding limit state of gravity retaining wall. 
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